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 Stars: Yvan Attal, Martin Jurow, Joana Preiss. Director: Andrew Macdonald. Country: Canada. Runtime: 1h 30min. Valérie
Pagé, a naive but compassionate young woman, arrives in rural Quebec with a passion for helping the poor. She forms an

unlikely alliance with an itinerant computer programmer, Alexandre, who had long ago lost interest in women. Their
relationship is put to the test as a corrupt municipal government attempts to silence her, and Alexandre is pressured by a local
crime lord to set up a botnet for him. External links Category:2007 films Category:English-language films Category:French-
language films Category:2000s crime films Category:Canadian crime films Category:Films directed by Andrew Macdonald

Category:Canadian films Category:2007 martial arts filmsTripura (India) (AFP) - Naxals stopped two vehicles with their dacoits
at gunpoint on the Churkote-Ranikhet road in West Tripura's south on Saturday and took away the driver, an eyewitness said.
"They shot at my friend who was driving one of the vehicles and abducted him. A bullet pierced his leg," driver Dipendra Lal
said. He said that two of his three friends were also stopped and the first vehicle they had was carrying them. "The Naxals also

took away the second vehicle carrying three other boys," Lal said. The Naxals had stopped a car that was coming from the north
on the Churkote-Ranikhet road at Muraria village in south Tripura early Saturday morning, police officer A.P. Shibu said.
"When a group of people stopped at a checkpost near the spot they were carrying the Naxals who identified themselves as

Maoists. They shot at the vehicle and took away the driver who was still inside," he said. A colleague of Lal's said that their
friend was in a hospital where he is undergoing treatment. Last month, four Maoists, including three women, were killed in a

gunbattle with security forces in Tripura's north-east, the first such incident since the rebels entered the state.Radiation
Exposure in Dentistry. This article reviews current knowledge about the effects of ionizing radiation on the human body. The

most commonly used radiation techniques in dentistry are reviewed, with emphasis 82157476af
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